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Cover Photo

Satellite imagery shows several Chinese CH-4 drones (comparable to the U.S. MQ-9 Reaper) based at a civilian airport outside of Zhongwei, China. China has sold variants of the CH-4 to Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and Jordan. (Google, DigitalGlobe)
he U.S. monopoly on drones has ended. More than 30 nations already have or are developing armed drones, and at least 90 nations, as well as some non-state actors, possess unarmed drones. Further drone proliferation is inevitable. The technology has already spread widely, with countries such as Israel and China selling drones on the global market, as well as indigenous production increasing in a number of countries. The United States must take proactive measures to come to grips with an increasingly drone-saturated world.

There are gaps and inconsistencies in U.S. policies that harm the United States’ ability to shape patterns of proliferation and protect U.S. advantage. U.S. drone export policy has overly prioritized limiting proliferation at the expense of other U.S. interests, including maintaining a technological advantage over competitors, improving the capabilities of key partners, and shaping the behavior of how others use drones. The United States has limited drone transfers abroad, particularly armed drones, even to close partners. When the United States has held back from transferring drones abroad, China has stepped in to fill the void. China has transferred their Reaper-class CH-4 drone to Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq and has sold armed drones to Egypt, Iraq, Kazakhstan, Myanmar, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Turkmenistan, and the United Arab Emirates.

This reluctance to transfer U.S. drones harms U.S. interests in tangible ways. When U.S. partners buy Chinese instead of American drones, the United States loses an opportunity to deepen its defense relationships and interoperability becomes more difficult. Blocking U.S. companies from competing in the global marketplace also stymies American competitiveness and innovation, making it harder for the United States to maintain its technological edge in this rapidly changing arena. Restricting U.S. sales perversely promotes sales from other nations, since partners who would prefer U.S. drones are forced to turn elsewhere. The Trump administration should engage in targeted, conditional exports to key partners.

Regardless of U.S. actions, drones will continue to proliferate. As they do, inevitably other nations will use them for extraterritorial drone strikes. There is a risk that other actors’ uses of drones could undermine legitimacy and political support for U.S. counterterrorism strikes. The United States must anticipate how it would respond to drone strike campaigns conducted by others without invalidating or limiting American counterterrorism strategies that depend on the use of armed drones. The United States will want to be able to clearly distinguish between its actions with drones and those of others that it might see as illegitimate. The United States has not been transparent about its own use of drones, however, perpetuating the perception that U.S. drone strikes outside hot battlefields are illegitimate or, even worse, illegal. The United States should actively work to promulgate the norm that, like all weapons, drones must be used in accordance with applicable international law. U.S. actions must reinforce that message, and the first step in doing so is greater transparency regarding U.S. use of drones.

U.S. policies must continue to adapt to a world where many actors will have access to drones. The Trump administration has an opportunity to change course and take concrete steps to help the United States advance and defend its interests in a world of proliferated drones.
## Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADAPT EXPORT AND COUNTER-PROLIFERATION POLICY TO KEEP PACE WITH CHANGING TECHNOLOGY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- The Trump administration should loosen restrictions on drone exports, treating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>them more like traditional aircraft. The administration should consider targeted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exports of uninhabited aircraft, including armed uninhabited aircraft, to close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>partners and allies provided that they agree to the principles for proper use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export policy should be supported by a clear set of criteria for assessment so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that the process is swift and focused.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The Trump administration should adapt its interpretation of Missile Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Regime (MTCR) guidelines to account for changing technology, while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>working with other MTCR member states to refine and change the MTCR guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PREPARE FOR REALITY OF USE AS DRONES PROLIFERATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- The White House and Department of Defense should run a series of DoD and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interagency wargames to explore the implications of drones on escalation dy-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>namics, especially in contested or gray zone conflicts. These should include</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how drones might be used in crisis situations, possible reactions by others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>such as shooting down drones, and how these actions might affect escalation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and perceptions of commitment. These wargames can help policymakers anticipate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>future challenges and prepare U.S. responses to adversary use of drones or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actions against U.S. drones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- DoD should explore the potential implications of nuclear-capable uninhabited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vehicles, by the United States or other nations, on nuclear stability, crisis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>escalation, and positive control over nuclear weapons. DoD should explore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opportunities to mitigate any potential strategic risks associated with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuclear-capable uninhabited vehicles, even if they are developed by other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHAPE PERCEPTIONS OF LEGITIMACY AND NORMS OF APPROPRIATE USE FOR DRONES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- The Trump administration should continue to work with other nations to expand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the number of state signatories to the Joint Declaration for the Export and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsequent Use of Armed or Strike-Enabled Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encourage responsible use of drones consistent with international law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The Trump administration should increase transparency about its use of drones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outside areas of active hostilities, to the extent possible taking into account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operational security concerns.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

More than 30 nations already have or are developing armed drones, and at least 90 nations, as well as some non-state actors, possess unarmed drones. The continued spread of uninhabited aircraft, or drones, introduces new dynamics to international engagements that heighten uncertainty and confront well-understood behaviors, especially in the context of crisis stability, escalation dynamics, and sovereignty norms. To get ahead of these issues, the United States has begun to craft complementary unilateral and multilateral policies to respond to drone proliferation and shape their use in ways that align with U.S. interests.

Further drone proliferation is inevitable. The technology has already spread widely, with countries such as Israel and China selling drones on the global market, as well as indigenous production increasing in a number of countries. While the United States can slow the spread of sensitive military subcomponents, such as stealth, protected communications, advanced autonomy, and other features, basic drone technology is already too widespread to halt its proliferation. However, the United States can influence how other nations use drones by example and by promulgating norms of appropriate behavior.

Over the past two years, the United States has taken significant steps toward establishing policies and building international consensus to manage many of the challenges posed by drone proliferation. In February 2015, the United States issued a new export policy for military unmanned aerial systems, or drones. This policy required that recipients of U.S. drones agree to “principles of proper use.” In October 2016, the United States built upon this policy by spearheading a Joint Declaration for the Export and Subsequent Use of Armed or Strike-Enabled UAVs. This declaration, which has been signed by over 40 countries, lays out important principles for the export and use of armed drones. Combined, these two policies are first steps toward establishing a normative framework on how armed drones are used.

However, U.S. policies have gaps and inconsistencies that harm the United States’ ability to shape patterns of proliferation and protect U.S. advantage. If the United States fails to capitalize on the momentum surrounding new drone policy, others may take the lead in establishing a normative framework contradictory to U.S. national security interests as drones continue to proliferate. The Trump administration has an opportunity to take a new look at U.S. policy with respect to drone proliferation and use, building on existing policies in some areas and changing course in others.
U.S. Policy Objectives

CNAS’ Proliferated Drones project identified five key objectives that drive the U.S. policy response to drone proliferation:

1. Preserving legal and political freedom of action for U.S. drone use.
2. Maintaining the U.S. military’s technological advantage over potential competitors.
3. Improving the military capabilities of key partners and allies.
4. Preventing or slowing the spread of potentially harmful drone technology.
5. Shaping the behavior of how others use drones.

Some of these objectives are in tension, and current U.S. policies do not adequately resolve those tensions. In two significant policy areas – drone exports and transparency on U.S. drone strikes – the United States has yet to fully adjust its policies to a world where many actors have access to and use drones.

U.S. drone export policy has overly prioritized limiting proliferation at the expense of other U.S. interests, including maintaining a technological advantage over competitors, improving the capabilities of key partners, and shaping the behavior of how others use drones. To date, the United States has sought to slow drone proliferation by restricting U.S. drone exports, particularly armed drones and larger drones that fall under Category I of the MTCR. This has not significantly slowed drone proliferation, however. Other nations can still purchase drones on the global market from countries such as China or Israel.

The current U.S. approach of restricting exports also harms the U.S. military’s long-term technological advantage over potential competitors. Non-U.S. drones of comparable sophistication already are available on the global market. Restricting exports does not stop the spread of drone technology, but it does hinder U.S. companies’ ability to compete and stay ahead in a fast-moving market. Loosening restrictions to allow targeted exports to close partners and allies could help ensure that U.S. companies continue to stay at the cutting edge of drone technology development. The U.S. military’s future technological edge hinges on having a healthy, innovative defense industrial base with the most cutting-edge technologies, and allowing U.S. drone manufacturers to compete in the global marketplace is essential to maintaining the U.S. lead in this emerging technology area.

Finally, restricting U.S. drone exports limits opportunities to shape emerging norms for drone use. Targeted, conditional exports can be a useful tool to influence how others use drones. Under the new drone export policy established in February 2015, any recipients of U.S. drones must agree to certain principles for use, such as only using drones in accordance with international law. The United States also can pair exports with training on tactics, techniques, and procedures for reducing civilian casualties. These steps can help spread norms and practices for drone use that are consistent with U.S. values and the rule of law.

Similarly, the United States has failed to adapt its transparency on its use of drones to a world where many actors have access to drones, including armed drones. The Bush, Obama, and Trump administrations all have used armed drones to strike terrorists abroad, and while they have openly acknowledged broad patterns of use, so-called “drone strikes” outside of hot battlefields have occurred under a veil of secrecy. In a world where the United States was the only actor with armed, militarily-capable drones, this secrecy may have made sense. As drones proliferate to others, however, this secrecy sets a dangerous precedent. The lack of transparency surrounding drone strikes that is intended to preserve U.S. freedom of action has perpetuated the perception that U.S. actions are illegitimate or, even worse, illegal. The perception that normal rules of international law do not apply to actions with drones could incentivize malign behavior by others. If other nations begin using...
drones in ways that are widely seen as illegitimate or illegal, it could undermine the legitimacy of U.S. actions. The United States should actively work to promulgate the norm that, like all weapons, drones must be used in accordance with applicable international law. While this will not constrain actors who do not respect the rule of law, it will help differentiate U.S. drone use from others. U.S. actions must reinforce that message, and the first step in doing so is greater transparency regarding U.S. use of drones.

U.S. policies must continue to adapt to a world where many actors will have access to drones.

U.S. policies must continue to adapt to a world where many actors will have access to drones. The Trump administration has an opportunity to change course and engage in targeted, conditional exports to key partners and increase transparency about U.S. drone use. These steps can help the United States advance and defend its interests in an increasingly drone-saturated world.

Background

Current U.S. policies, particularly on drone exports, are driven by history and bureaucratic inertia. Many policies made sense in a world where drones were available to only a small number of actors. Other policies originally were intended to prevent proliferation, but make little sense today in a world where drone technology is widely available already. As drones have proliferated, the United States has not yet adequately adjusted to the challenges they bring.

Early History

Drone development is rooted in the Cold War demand for persistent surveillance of Soviet capabilities, which fueled interest in drones within the Air Force and intelligence communities. The ability to conduct intrusive surveillance without risk to pilots was one obvious advantage, particularly after the Soviet Union shot down Gary Powers’ U-2 while he was conducting a clandestine reconnaissance flight over Soviet territory in 1960. Drone capabilities were already materializing in the early 1960s. The program was so valuable that the United States at the last minute aborted a drone reconnaissance mission over the newly discovered Soviet missiles in Cuba for fear of revealing the new U.S. capability to the Soviets. The United States used reconnaissance drones over Chinese territory starting in 1964 to monitor air defense capabilities and nuclear developments and in the Vietnam War for battle damage assessment. Reconnaissance drones serviced 93 percent of photo targets after the Vietnam Linebacker II bombing campaign, for example. These successes were not easily transferred to the European theater, however, due to the state of the technology and existing airspace regulations in Europe. Despite the United States’ limited deployment of drones, the technology continued to mature throughout the 1980s and 1990s, including in the development of aircraft that would be refined in the next decade. By the mid-1990s, the United States had developed an operationally viable persistent surveillance aircraft that could be controlled via satellite communications: the Predator.

The Predator Age

The modern age of drones began in 1995 in Bosnia, with the first deployment of a squadron of Air Force Predator reconnaissance aircraft. Predators provided targeting information to fighter jets, information on refugee flows, and battle-damage assessments. While low-flying pilots or ground troops could provide better
quality intelligence, drones provided persistent, real-time surveillance with the ability to stay aloft for 24 hours. The Predators were able to provide this surveillance even in Bosnia’s mountainous and heavily clouded environment. After seeing the operational benefits, Congress more than doubled the Predator budget, from $50 million to $115.8 million for the next year, and accelerated follow-on programs. The Air Force’s use of Predators in Bosnia was the first step in developing the drone tactics in use today in conflicts around the globe.

The Predators used in Bosnia were unarmed, but their ability to track terrorists quickly sparked a debate about whether to arm them. In October 2000, the United States began using unarmed Predators to surveil terrorists in Afghanistan with the aim of finding Osama bin Laden. The potential for armed drones to shorten the kill chain and strike bin Laden, if he was seen, inspired then-White House counterterrorism chief Richard Clarke to push for arming Predators. The United States tested the first Predators armed with Hellfire missiles in early 2001. Hellfire missiles were slated for deployment to arm Predators by September 1, 2001, but the missiles were delayed because of technical problems. After the September 11 attacks, the United States rushed Hellfires to theater, and the first armed drone strike occurred in November 2001. Their use to kill terrorists from afar started a new pattern of war.

The modern age of drones began in 1995 in Bosnia, with the first deployment of a squadron of Air Force Predator reconnaissance aircraft.

Over the next 15 years, drone strikes became a vital tool for degrading terrorist networks, particularly in regions where U.S. troops were not deployed on the ground in large numbers. According to estimates from non-governmental organizations, President George W. Bush ordered 50 drone strikes that killed approximately 296 terrorists. President Obama significantly escalated the program, ordering an estimated 506 strikes as of early 2016 that killed approximately 3,040 terrorists.

The U.S. use of drones to target terrorists “outside of areas of active hostilities” such as in Pakistan, Somalia, and Yemen has been particularly controversial in part because of the secrecy that surrounds these strikes. The U.S. government did not officially acknowledge the lethal use of drones in these areas until 2012. In 2013, President Obama publicly defended drone strikes as a vital counterterrorism tool and outlined the rationale for the program. The U.S. government also released an unclassified set of policy guidelines outlining the circumstances under which it would approve such strikes. However, the United States has acknowledged specific strikes only sporadically.

Despite the Obama administration’s more recent efforts to explain its rationale and approval process, the merits of drone strikes outside of hot battlefields continue to be widely debated. The number of civilian casualties and in particular U.S. citizens killed by drone strikes, whether intentionally or incidentally, has been a key point of debate. To address these concerns, in July 2016 President Obama issued an Executive Order on Pre- and Post-Strike Measures to Address Civilian Casualties in U.S. Operations Involving the Use of Force. The order affirmed U.S. commitment to compliance with the law of armed conflict and identified specific steps by which the government would take appropriate measures to protect civilians. Additionally, the executive order required the director of national intelligence (DNI) to compile an annual report detailing the number of drone strikes outside areas of active hostilities and assessments of resulting combatant and civilian deaths. The DNI released the first unclassified summary of this report in conjunction with the July 1 executive order, setting a new precedent for transparency and communication about the use of uninhabited aircraft. The report acknowledged 473 strikes outside areas of active hostilities from 2009 to 2015, resulting in the deaths of approximately 2,300 to 2,600 terrorists and 64 to 116 civilians. The DNI report acknowledged the discrepancy between government figures and those from independent non-governmental organizations, particularly with regard to civilian casualties, which independent organizations estimated to be between 200 and 900 during the same time period.

By any account, however, drones have become a much more discriminate weapon in recent years and civilian casualties have dropped significantly. According to independent estimates from non-governmental organizations, the United States conducted in 2016 a total of 50 drone strikes in Pakistan, Somalia, and Yemen, killing an estimated 300 to 425 terrorists and an estimated four to six civilians. By the tail end of the Obama administration, drone strikes had evolved into an extremely discriminate counterterrorism tool.

President Trump has vowed to wage an even more aggressive campaign against terrorism. News reports indicate that soon after taking office, President Trump reinstated the authority the intelligence community had before the Obama administration’s 2013 Presidential Policy Guidance, including allowing the CIA to carry
out drone strikes. This is in line with President Trump’s broader delegation of authority to battlefield decision-makers. This has led to a significant uptick in drone strikes outside areas of active hostilities, with the Trump administration conducting an average of one strike per day during Trump’s first few months in office, which is significantly higher than the average Obama rate of one strike every 5.4 days.

**A Drone-Saturated World**

The extent to which the United States’ use of drones has dominated international discourse about uninhabited aircraft for nearly two decades has obscured their global proliferation. More than 90 state and non-state actors now possess drones, ranging from small, inexpensive commercial drones to sophisticated military drones. Secrecy surrounding some development programs and arms transfers makes it difficult to produce a completely accurate picture of drone proliferation, but open source data indicates at least 16 countries have armed drones and 20 additional countries are seeking to develop armed drones. The widespread availability of commercial systems further complicates measures of drone proliferation, as their capabilities often are comparable to small military drones and they can be easily adapted or modified for military use.

Currently, Israel is the top exporter of military drones, accounting for over 60 percent of international transfers over the past three decades, but the United States and China are not far behind. The majority of drones transferred abroad are unarmed and intended primarily for reconnaissance. Between 2010 and 2014, only 2.5 percent of drones transferred abroad (11 of 439) were armed. However, as more countries’ development programs mature, the frequency and volume of armed drone exports is increasing. Weapons-capable Chinese drones are already becoming a popular choice among many countries looking for quick delivery or cheap prices.

The affordability, accessibility, and capabilities of available systems shape the global spread of drones. At one end of the spectrum, commercial, hobbyist drones are highly affordable and accessible. They are far less capable, however, than the most advanced large, military-specific, or stealth combat drones that are available to only a few countries. Commercial drones are proliferating much more rapidly than their more expensive military counterparts, which not only demand a higher price tag and are subject to international arms trade agreements but also require more sophisticated infrastructure and doctrine to operate effectively. Yet as drone technology continues to advance, the distinctions between commercial and military systems are likely to become less clear, affecting the strategic and political implications of proliferation.
The MTCR and Drone Proliferation

While there are no specific, international agreements that explicitly regulate the sale, transfer, or use of drones, there are preexisting arms control regimes that apply to drones. The Missile Technology Control Regime is a voluntary, multilateral export control regime that covers missiles and drones. The MTCR was established in 1987 to limit the proliferation of unmanned ballistic missile technology and delivery vehicles that could be used to deliver weapons of mass destruction (WMD) for chemical, biological, and nuclear attacks. The MTCR sets guidelines and promulgates lists of systems, software, technologies, and services that should be controlled due to military and dual-use purposes as they apply to missile development, production, and operation. The list of controlled items can be separated into two general categories:

- **Category I items**: Complete unmanned systems or subsystems that have the capability to deliver a 500-kilogram payload over a distance of 300 kilometers. This includes: ballistic missiles, space launch vehicles, cruise missiles, target and reconnaissance drones, and remotely piloted vehicles. Category I also includes the technology for design and production facilities.

- **Category II items**: These are items that could contribute to a delivery system. This includes: inertial navigation and production, flight control systems, avionics equipment, launch support equipment and facilities, test facilities and equipment, software and related computers, and reduced-observables technology, materials, and devices.

The MTCR is not a treaty and does not impose any legally binding restrictions on members. It is an “informal political understanding” among members, and MTCR members voluntarily and unilaterally agree to adhere to MTCR guidelines.37 Under these guidelines, members agree to an “unconditional strong presumption of denial” of transfer of Category I items, which should occur “only on rare occasions.” This strong presumption of denial applies to Category I transfers to members and non-members, regardless of the purpose of export. Transfers require binding and vigorous government-to-government assurances on end-use. Transfers of Category I production facilities are “absolutely prohibited.” For Category II items, members can make case-by-case decisions to transfer and seek additional end-use assurances if deemed necessary.

Members expanded the MTCR in 1993 to include all chemical and biological WMD, and in 2002 they made terrorism an explicit focus. The expansions broadened the scope of the regime as more missiles and drones became capable of carrying lighter chemical and biological payloads. This introduced some degree of subjectivity in assessing an importer’s intention as opposed to denying a specific technological capability (e.g., a missile able to deliver a 500-kilogram payload at least 300 kilometers). In 2004, UN Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1540 endorsed the MTCR guidelines and list, designating the proliferation of WMD delivery systems as a threat to international peace and security and requiring all UN member states to establish proliferation-sensitive export controls. The MTCR list also formed the basis of the list of missile-related items prohibited from being transferred to Iran under UNSCRs 1737 and 1929 and to North Korea under UNSCR 1718.

The MTCR has a mixed record over its 30-year existence and not all key arms exporters are members—most notably China and Israel, though both claim to follow its general guidelines. Despite its voluntary nature, the MTCR has had a normative, quasi-coercive effect on nonproliferation activities, in part because there is really no comparable regime. In fact, MTCR members give the regime credit for several countries forgoing or eliminating various types of ballistic missile or space launch vehicle programs. On the other hand, the MTCR has failed to keep the world’s most problematic actors—China, Pakistan, and, of course, North Korea and Iran—from advancing their missile programs and proliferating technology. Yet overall, the MTCR has had remarkable success in creating a more challenging and costly environment for proliferators to produce or acquire WMD-capable missiles.
The central challenge with the MTCR today, however, is that the MTCR treats drones like missiles, not aircraft. The MTCR’s 500-kilogram payload and 300-kilometer range limits apply to “complete unmanned aerial vehicle systems (including cruise missiles, target drones, and reconnaissance drones).” In 1987 when the MTCR was founded, this classification made sense since most drones were one-way target drones. Today, however, it seems hopelessly outdated. Classifying uninhabited aircraft like missiles does not consider the ultimate function of the aircraft as a recoverable platform, nor does it take into account the varied non-military uses for uninhabited aircraft, such as agriculture, border control, or critical infrastructure protection. (The MTCR does not distinguish between military or civilian use, speed, engine size, or other specifications.) Today’s drones are more like aircraft, which the MTCR does not regulate, than missiles. Even though this distinction has become outdated by evolving technology, it nonetheless continues to shape U.S. policy.

U.S. Export Policy

Informed by the MTCR guidelines and broader concerns about armed drone proliferation, the United States has limited drone transfers abroad, particularly of armed drones. The United States has approved transfers of category I drones, such as the RQ-4 Global Hawk and MQ-9 Reaper, to a limited number of NATO and major non-NATO allies, such as Japan, Australia, and South Korea.\(^38\) The United States has been particularly reluctant to transfer armed drones, only authorizing transfers to Italy and the United Kingdom.\(^39\) Even in those narrow cases to close allies, approval has been fraught. The State Department took four years to approve Italy’s request to purchase armed Reaper drones.\(^40\) (As of May 2017 the transfer had been approved, but not yet been completed.)

This hesitation to transfer drones has even extended in some cases to transfers of unarmed, category II systems to close U.S. partners. In 2014, the Obama administration rejected Jordan’s request to acquire unarmed Predator XP drones, which fall below the MTCR’s 500-kilogram, 300-kilometer category I limit.\(^41\) The denial was particularly surprising given that Jordan receives over $300 million annually in foreign military aid from the United States and operates U.S.-supplied F-16 fighter aircraft.\(^42\)

---

**MTCR Signatory States**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MISSILE TECHNOLOGY CONTROL REGIME SIGNATORY STATES AND YEAR OF ENTRY INTO THE REGIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Argentina (1993)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Australia (1990)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Austria (1991)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Belgium (1990)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brazil (1995)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bulgaria (2004)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Canada (1987)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Czech Republic (1998)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denmark (1990)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finland (1991)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>France (1987)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany (1987)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Greece (1992)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hungary (1993)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iceland (1993)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>India (2015)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ireland (1992)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italy (1987)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

China and Israel, two of the world’s leading drone exporters, are not MTCR members.

*Source: Missile Technology Control Regime, [http://mtcr.info/partners/](http://mtcr.info/partners/)*
When the United States has held back from transferring drones abroad, even to key partners, China has stepped in to fill the void. China has transferred their Reaper-class CH-4 drone to Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq. Many of China’s sales have been armed. (The MTCR does not distinguish between armed vs. unarmed drones.) China has sold armed drones to Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Myanmar, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Turkmenistan, and the United Arab Emirates. In fact, every international transfer of an armed drone to date with the exception of the U.S. transfer to the United Kingdom has been from China. Over time, this is likely to change as the United States and Israel transfer more armed drones abroad as well. In addition to the pending U.S. transfer to Italy, Israel reportedly has approved but not yet delivered transfers of armed drones to Germany and India.

U.S. hesitation to transfer drones abroad has not stopped proliferation. It has, however, weakened U.S. relationships with key partners by forgoing opportunities to build interoperability and deepen defense relationships. U.S. reluctance to transfer drones abroad has also meant the United States has missed out on opportunities to shape how others use drones and influence emerging norms of behavior for drone use.

In 2013, motivated by some of these problems, the United States initiated a broad review of its approach to drone exports that culminated in the February 2015 U.S. Export Policy for Military Unmanned Aerial Systems. The policy itself was not publicly releasable, but the State Department did release a fact sheet outlining the basic tenets of the policy. While the export policy recognized the applicability of existing arms control agreements, such as the MTCR, it also linked drone transfers to conditions on their use. Under the new policy, states desiring U.S. drones would have to agree to abide by “principles for proper use” of U.S.-origin drones. These principles include complying with applicable international law, not using drones for unlawful domestic surveillance or use of force, and encouraging “technical and doctrinal training ... to reduce the risk of unintended injury or damage.”

This new policy is a significant step toward targeted, conditional drone exports to key partners. The conditions for proper use, along with training on how to avoid civilian casualties, are key tools for shaping emerging norms for the responsible use of drones. The United States has not fully capitalized on these tools to date, however. Despite the official policy change, the United States still has been reluctant to transfer drones abroad.

Various members of Congress have spoken out in favor of increasing targeted drone exports to key partners. In March 2017, the Republican and Democratic chairs of the U.S. Senate India Caucus sent letters to Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and Secretary of Defense James Mattis expressing support for India’s request to purchase the Guardian drone, an unarmed maritime version of the MQ-9 Reaper. The following month, a bipartisan group of 22 Congressional representatives signed a letter to President Trump asking him to permit sales of MQ-9 Reaper drones to Jordan and the United Arab Emirates. (Both the Guardian and Reaper are Category I MTCR systems, and unarmed Reapers have been approved for export.)
The lawmakers cited concerns that countries would turn to China instead for their drone purchases – concerns that have materialized in reality.

**U.S. Efforts to Shape International Norms on Drone Use**

In October 2016, the United States built on its new export policy and spearheaded the Joint Declaration for the Export and Subsequent Use of Armed or Strike-Enabled UAVs. The declaration, signed by more than 40 countries, aimed to start a process by which the international community may identify “appropriate transparency measures” to manage the proliferation of armed or strike-enabled drones. The declaration laid out five principles that recognize the applicability of international law and existing arms control and disarmament norms while calling for the consideration of specific standards to cope with the rapid development and spread of drone technology. Similar to the United States’ 2015 export policy, the declaration emphasizes the importance of “responsible” export of uninhabited aircraft, recognizing the scope of potential recipient behavior. While the declaration currently does not bind signatories to specific transparency or import and export measures, it is designed to serve as the foundation for future international policy discussions.

### International Armed Drone Transfers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECIPIENT COUNTRY</th>
<th>ORIGINATING COUNTRY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The joint declaration is interesting in that it is not aimed at halting drone proliferation. Rather, it is intended as a tool for shaping proliferation to encourage responsible use of armed drones as they spread to additional countries. The joint declaration and the “principles for proper use” required for U.S. exports are attempts to influence not only how others use drones, but, more importantly, what uses are perceived as legitimate. Recent efforts at greater transparency, such as the July 2016 executive order on civilian casualties and requirement for DNI reporting on strikes, similarly should be seen as both responding to domestic calls for greater transparency and shaping emerging international norms for use.

Patterns of Use
As drones have proliferated, they have increased the options available to state and non-state actors, particularly in contested environments and gray zone conflicts. Drones may give non-state groups military capabilities they did not otherwise have. For states, drones can lower the barrier to certain actions, since drones can operate in hazardous areas without placing a pilot at risk. At the same time, the lack of a human onboard lowers the barrier to other nations using force against drones.51

Drones frequently have been used to penetrate contested regions or sovereign airspace. These drones often have been shot down with little other escalatory action taken. Hamas and Hezbollah have used drones to penetrate Israeli airspace; Israel has shot down those drones.52 In 2015, Syria reportedly shot down a U.S. Predator drone that had ventured into a part of western Syria where U.S. airplanes did not normally operate.53 Later that year, Turkey shot down a suspected Russian drone that penetrated Turkish airspace near Syria.54 In 2016, Pakistan shot down in the disputed Kashmir region a small quadcopter that it claimed was an Indian surveillance drone (India denied the claim).55 None of these incidents have incited escalatory retaliation. This pattern of behavior is consistent with a CNAS survey of drone experts and samples from the U.S. and Indian general public. Survey respondents generally were more risk-accepting with drones than comparable human-inhabited aircraft and more willing to use force against adversary drones. However, respondents were less inclined to escalate in response to hostile acts against drones than against human-inhabited aircraft in comparable scenarios.56

Drones also have increased attack options for non-state groups, often leveraging commercially available technology. In late 2016 and early 2017, ISIS launched a wave of air attacks against Iraqi troops using small armed drones.57 Groups with access to state sponsorship can acquire more capable drones. Hezbollah has added grenade-sized submunitions to drones to attack Israel.58 Hamas has boasted of drones that could be armed or used for kamikaze attacks.59 Houthi rebels have used Iranian-supplied kamikaze drones in Yemen to attack Patriot missile defense batteries.60 While relatively unsophisticated technologically, these air attacks could pose significant problems for U.S. military ground forces, who have enjoyed freedom from enemy air attack for decades. The widespread availability of commercial drones similarly poses significant counter-terrorism and homeland security challenges.61

A variety of Chinese drones are on display in a military parade. China has played an increasing role in the international drone market. Over 90 percent of armed drone proliferation to new countries has come from China. China is not a signatory to the MTCR or to the 2016 Joint Declaration for the Export and Subsequent Use of Armed or Strike-Enabled UAVs. (Xinhua News Agency)

The Israeli Air Force took down a Hezbollah drone, pictured here. Proliferation continues as non-state actors increasingly acquire drones, threatening the airspace above ground units and possibly changing norms of engagement as states shoot them down. (Israel Defense Forces/Wikimedia Commons)
The Challenges Ahead

U.S. policy must not only respond to today’s problems – it should be flexible enough to adapt to tomorrow’s challenges. Many of today’s policy dilemmas are due to the fact that drone technology has proliferated and evolved since the MTCR’s founding, sometimes in surprising ways. Policymakers must anticipate emerging challenges in order to ensure they are developing policies that best safeguard U.S. interests in a rapidly changing area.

Technology

Drone technology continues to advance, driven by both military and commercial investment. This not only affects drones’ capabilities and military relevance but also potentially reshapes proliferation in terms of who can purchase, develop, manufacture, or operate drones. Advances in drone technology are leading to next-generation systems that operate more like traditional military and commercial aircraft, as well as systems that exploit novel operational concepts such as swarming. Drone policy must be adaptive to technological change; otherwise at best it will be irrelevant, unable to impact the spread of uninhabited systems or shape their use, and at worst it will be counterproductive to U.S. interests.

Next-generation concepts for commercial and military drones harness advances in a host of aeronautical engineering, power, communication, and computing areas. At their core, though, drones depend on software. Software is the enabling technology that allows the airframe, network, and payload (from sensors to precision guided missiles) to create a system capable of operating without a human onboard. Therefore, while drones will always at a certain level be constrained by the physical limitations of their hardware, the proliferation and capabilities of uninhabited and autonomous systems are really about software.

The proliferation and capabilities of uninhabited and autonomous systems are really about software.

Importantly, this means that the global spread of drones presents a new and different type of proliferation problem compared with what the United States has faced in the past. Software is more diffuse and advances more rapidly than hardware. Software is effectively costless to replicate and transmit, making it easily copied, stolen, and produced at scale. Slowing the spread of physical hardware like missiles and drones is difficult, but stopping the proliferation of software is nearly impossible. Further complicating attempts to control proliferation, drone autonomy is independent of the size and cost of physical hardware. Small, relatively low-cost commercially available drones have a high degree of autonomy. A DJI Mavic, for example, a compact quadcopter available for less than $1,000, can autonomously take off and land, fly a GPS-programmed route, track and follow moving objects without a beacon, and sense and avoid obstacles. That’s a greater level of autonomous flight than an Air Force MQ-9 Reaper drone.62

Automation can be applied to vehicles of any shape and size, making the definition of what constitutes a “drone” increasingly blurry. Optionally piloted aircraft, such as Aurora Flight Sciences’ Centaur, which “boasts three modes of operation (manned, unmanned, and augmented),” complicate the evolving drone technology landscape.63 Optionally piloted vehicles have a cockpit for a human, but also have onboard software that enables autonomous flight or remote piloting. This means the aircraft can be a traditional human-inhabited aircraft one minute and uninhabited the next. Commercial development largely has focused on the hobbyist market to date, but once regulators open up the airspace to drones, the result could be an explosion in large-scale uninhabited or optionally piloted commercial aircraft.

The MTCR has been slow to adjust to technological progress, and it is not clear if it has the flexibility to adapt to these developments. The MTCR’s treatment
of drones, already outdated today, appears increasingly untenable given the direction of future technology evolution. Under the MTCR, a large (Category I) optionally piloted commercial aircraft presumably would require a “strong presumption of denial” for transfer. States who chose to abide by these restrictions would be effectively locking themselves out of any future global marketplace for large-scale commercial drones. While uninhabited aircraft undeniably could be used as WMD delivery vehicles, so could human-inhabited commercial airliners. Commercial airliners are already highly automated, and the steady growth of autonomy will make future aircraft optionally piloted by default.

Even more paradigm-bending are “applique kits” that users could apply to any aircraft, regardless of size, in order to enable autonomous flight. These kits consist of sensors and control systems added to existing vehicles to convert them for remote or autonomous operation. The MTCR will not be able to prevent the proliferation of these technologies, which are effectively software and sensors rather than physical airframes. Indeed, the entire paradigm of the MTCR – restricting the proliferation of unmanned physical platforms capable of WMD delivery – is ill-suited to a future where software can enable any aircraft to operate uninhabited.

The MCTR has been slow to adjust to technological progress, and it is not clear if it has the flexibility to adapt to these developments.

Use
As drones proliferate, state and non-state actors will use them in novel ways, presenting challenges for the United States. The past 15-plus years of U.S. deployment of drones in counterterrorism operations, coupled with the lack of explicit international policies for drone use, have resulted in norms of behavior that prize strategic ambiguity, allowing states to deploy or respond to uninhabited aircraft in whatever manner is expedient in the moment. Despite this ambiguity, international perceptions of the use of drones in crisis and conflict scenarios are significantly different from perceptions of the use of inhabited aircraft in the same setting, indicating that wider drone use is likely to reshape how states engage in conflict. Although U.S. behavior may have helped to establish these norms in the first place, some of these norms may look different in a world where others have drones as well.

The core challenge in shaping future international norms of drone use and appropriate response will be maintaining U.S. political freedom of action. From a policy perspective, the United States must anticipate how it would respond to drone strike campaigns conducted by others without invalidating or limiting American counterterrorism strategies that depend on the use of armed drones. While only the United States and the United Kingdom have conducted extraterritorial drone strikes to date, a number of countries, including Iraq, Israel, Nigeria, Pakistan, and Turkey, have conducted drone strikes against militants within their own territory. Russia has used drones extensively in the Ukraine to spot for artillery strikes. It is not unlikely that operators of armed drones will look to strike beyond
their borders in the future. The United States will want to be able to clearly distinguish between its actions with drones and those of others that it might see as illegitimate.

The use of drones in hybrid and gray zone conflicts that fall short of full-scale, interstate warfare presents another challenge. Uninhabited systems give states the ability to take military action against an adversary without risking or taking a human life. While many incidents of drone breaches of sovereignty and subsequent drone shootdowns by adversaries have not led to escalation, norms of behavior are still evolving in this area, opening the potential for miscalculation. This particularly could be the case in contested areas, where multiple parties claim control over airspace. Uncertainty over how states might respond to drone incursions and shootdowns can heighten the opportunity for miscommunication and misperception in already unstable environments.

Drones as Nuclear Delivery Vehicles

The intersection of uninhabited aircraft and nuclear weapons is another challenge looming on the horizon. Even though the MTCR is an imperfect vehicle for adapting to changing technology, the core concern of the MTCR – WMD delivery – remains valid. Drones are proliferating, including to nuclear-armed states, meaning nuclear powers will have the option to use uninhabited aircraft as nuclear delivery vehicles. Whether they will do so remains to be seen.

The United States is building a new bomber, the B-21 Raider, which will be nuclear capable. According to defense officials, the B-21 also will have the option of operating uninhabited. Although it is not explicitly stated in any official U.S. policy, it seems highly unlikely that the U.S. Air Force ever would be comfortable placing nuclear weapons on board an uninhabited aircraft. The 2013 Air Force Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) Vector states, “nuclear strike, may not be technically feasible unless safeguards are developed and even then may not be considered for UAS operations” and calls for “ethical discussions and policy decisions” to address these concerns. U.S. Air Force officials have been more forward leaning in public remarks, however, stating, “We’re planning on [the B-21] being manned. … I like the man in the loop.”

However, not all countries necessarily see the issue in the same light. In 2012, a Russian Air Force lieutenant general stated that Russia could field an uninhabited nuclear bomber in the 2040s. Other countries may not have the same risk calculus with respect to positive control over nuclear weapons. Nations that do not have long-range strategic bombers also may have more to gain by leveraging uninhabited aircraft as nuclear delivery vehicles.

Nuclear-armed uninhabited aircraft would pose novel risks with regard to maintaining “positive control” over nuclear weapons. Unlike nuclear-armed cruise missiles or ballistic missiles, uninhabited nuclear bombers could be sent on patrol in a crisis. This would entail placing an enormous amount of trust in the aircraft’s onboard autonomy and communications links in order to maintain effective human control. The implications of this potential development merit further exploration, along with opportunities to mitigate any risks.
**Recommendations**

The United States cannot stop drones from proliferating abroad, nor can it stop nefarious actors from using drones in harmful ways. The United States does have tools at its disposal, however, to help protect American national security interests in a world of proliferated drones. The Trump administration should adapt U.S. policy to help achieve U.S. objectives: preserving legal and political freedom of action for U.S. drone use; maintaining the U.S. military’s technological advantage over potential competitors; improving the military capabilities of key partners and allies; preventing or slowing the spread of potentially harmful drone technology; and shaping the behavior of how others use drones.

**Adapt Export and Counter-proliferation Policy to Keep Pace with Changing Technology**

**Export policy:** The Obama administration’s approach of strictly limiting drone exports, including to close partners such as Jordan, has been counterproductive and harms American interests. The diverse global marketplace means that drones are proliferating regardless of what the United States does. When U.S. partners buy Chinese instead of American drones, however, the United States loses an opportunity to deepen its defense relationships and interoperability becomes more difficult. Blocking U.S. companies from competing in the global marketplace also stymies American competitiveness and innovation, making it harder for the United States to maintain its technological edge in this rapidly changing arena. Even worse, the current process perversely promotes sales from other nations, since partners who would prefer U.S. drones are forced to turn elsewhere. While in its final years the Obama administration moved to increase exports, the current case-by-case process for review within the U.S. bureaucracy is slow and marred by vague guidance and competing priorities.

**Recommendation:** The Trump administration should loosen restrictions on drone exports, treating them more like traditional aircraft. The administration should consider targeted exports of uninhabited aircraft, including armed uninhabited aircraft, to close partners and allies provided that they agree to the principles for proper use. Export policy should be supported by a clear set of criteria for assessment so that the process is swift and focused.

**MTCR:** As the gap between MTCR guidelines and evolving drone technology widens, it may make sense to consider how to adapt and clarify MTCR guidelines. One way to do this would be for the United States to unilaterally interpret the MTCR’s guidance on “unmanned aerial vehicles (including cruise missiles, target drones and reconnaissance drones)” as applying to non-recoverable vehicles that function like missiles, rather than recoverable platforms that function like aircraft. Another alternative would be for the United States simply to be more willing to overcome the MTCR’s “strong presumption of denial” for drone exports to key partners. There are legitimate concerns over the risks of loosening MTCR restrictions and setting a negative precedent for international interpretation of MTCR guidelines and for other non-proliferation regimes. The reality, however, is that the current MTCR guidelines are ill-suited to adapt to the future of drone technology.

**Recommendation:** The Trump administration should adapt its interpretation of MTCR guidelines to account for changing technology, while working with other MTCR member states to refine and change the MTCR guidelines over time.

**Prepare for Reality of Use as Drones Proliferate**

As drones proliferate, they will open up opportunities for state and non-state actors to use military force in novel ways, such as in gray zone conflicts or air attacks by non-state groups. Anticipating which capabilities drones enable will be a continuous challenge as commercial and military drone technology advances and adds to the variety of possible uses. Wargames and tabletop exercises are valuable analytic tools to help elucidate these various uses. Wargaming will stimulate the kind of creative thinking that can help policymakers anticipate challenges and possible responses, and can help inform future U.S. strategy and policy.

**Recommendation:** The White House and DoD should run a series of DoD and interagency wargames to explore the implications of drones on escalation dynamics, especially in contested or gray zone conflicts. These wargames should include how drones might be used in crisis situations; possible reactions by others, such as shooting down drones; and how these actions might affect escalation and perceptions of commitment. These wargames can help policymakers anticipate future challenges and prepare U.S. responses to adversaries’ use of drones or actions against U.S. drones.

**Recommendation:** DoD should explore the potential implications of nuclear-capable uninhabited vehicles, by
the United States or other nations, on nuclear stability, crisis escalation, and positive control over nuclear weapons. DoD should explore opportunities to mitigate any potential strategic risks associated with nuclear-capable uninhabited vehicles, even if they are developed by other nations.

**Shape Perceptions of Legitimacy And Norms of Appropriate Use for Drones**

As drones proliferate, other nations will use them according to their own national interests. Inevitably, this will include extraterritorial drone strikes. There is a risk that other actors’ uses of drones could undermine legitimacy and political support for U.S. counterterrorism strikes.

The United States should take steps now to more clearly communicate what it sees as legitimate and lawful uses of drones for counterterrorism in order to distinguish itself from illegitimate or unlawful uses. The United States has a steep hill to climb in shaping international perceptions about the use of drones. The core challenge is not that drone technology yields radically new capabilities but is instead that drones’ uninhabited nature yields new perceptions of military action by actors on the global stage. The secrecy surrounding U.S. drone strikes has contributed to a perception that they must be illegitimate or unlawful and therefore that drones are not beholden to international law. Approving targeted, conditional exports to responsible partners who agree to the principles for proper use is one way to encourage an international norm of responsible use of drones. Additionally, adding more signatories to the October 2016 Joint Declaration for the Export and Subsequent Use of Armed or Strike-Enabled UAVs could help reinforce this norm of responsible use. Finally, greater transparency in U.S. drone use could help the United States dispel myths and more clearly articulate the rationale for its actions.

**Recommendation:** The Trump administration should continue to work with other nations to expand the number of state signatories to the Joint Declaration for the Export and Subsequent Use of Armed or Strike-Enabled UAVs and encourage responsible use of drones consistent with international law.

**Recommendation:** The Trump administration should increase transparency about its use of drones outside areas of active hostilities, to the extent possible taking into account operational security concerns.

The rapid proliferation of drones and continued advancement of drone technology pose challenges for the United States. In some areas, such as the Joint Declaration for the Export and Subsequent Use of Armed or Strike-Enabled UAVs, the United States has been proactive in shaping international perceptions about responsible use. In other areas, such as drone exports, U.S. policy has yet to sufficiently adapt to a world of proliferated drones. The U.S. monopoly on drones has ended. The United States must now take proactive measures to come to grips with an increasingly drone-saturated world.
The United States is the world’s technological leader in the development and deployment of military Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). As other nations begin to employ military UAS more regularly and as the nascent commercial UAS market emerges, the United States has a responsibility to ensure that sales, transfers, and subsequent use of all U.S.-origin UAS are responsible and consistent with U.S. national security and foreign policy interests, including economic security, as well as with U.S. values and international standards.

As a result, the United States has established a new policy designed specifically for U.S.-origin military and commercial UAS. This new policy, governing the international sale, transfer and subsequent use of U.S.-origin military UAS, supplements and builds upon the U.S. Conventional Arms Transfer Policy and is consistent with the requirements of the Arms Export Control Act and the Foreign Assistance Act which govern all U.S. military transfers. The new policy also governs the international sale, transfer and subsequent use of U.S.-origin commercial UAS, supplementing and building upon the Export Administration Regulations which govern all U.S. commercial transfers.

The new export policy is part of a broader United States UAS policy review which includes plans to work with other countries to shape international standards for the sale, transfer, and subsequent use of military UAS.

**Enhanced Controls on the Export of U.S.-Origin Military UASs**

The United States is committed to stringent standards for the sale, transfer, and subsequent use of U.S.-origin military UAS. The United States’ new UAS export policy establishes the standards by which the United States will assess, on a case-by-case basis under the U.S. Conventional Arms Transfer Policy, potential exports of military UASs, including armed systems. The new export policy puts in place stringent conditions on the sale or transfer of military UAS, including potential requirements for:

- Sales and transfers of sensitive systems to be made through the government-to-government Foreign Military Sales program;
- Review of potential transfers to be made through the Department of Defense Technology Security and Foreign Disclosure processes;
- Each recipient nation to be required to agree to end-use assurances as a condition of sale or transfer;
- End-use monitoring and potential additional security conditions to be required; and
- All sales and transfers to include agreement to principles for proper use.

The new policy also maintains the United States’ long-standing commitments under the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), which subjects transfers of military and commercial systems that cross the threshold of MTCR Category I (i.e., UAS that are capable of a range of at least 300 kilometers and are capable of carrying a payload of at least 500 kilograms) to a “strong presumption of denial” for export but also permits such exports on “rare occasions” that are well justified in terms of the nonproliferation and export control factors specified in the MTCR Guidelines.

**Principles for Proper Use of U.S.-Origin Military UAS**

As the most active user of military UAS, and as an increasing number of nations are acquiring and employing UASs to support a range of missions, the United States has an interest in ensuring that these systems are used lawfully and responsibly. Accordingly, under the new UAS export policy, the United States will require recipients of U.S.-origin military UAS to agree to the following principles guiding proper use before the United States will authorize any sales or transfers of military UASs:

- Recipients are to use these systems in accordance with international law, including international humanitarian law and international human rights law, as applicable;
- Armed and other advanced UAS are to be used in operations involving the use of force only when there is a lawful basis for use of force under international law, such as national self-defense;
- Recipients are not to use military UAS to conduct unlawful surveillance or use unlawful force against their domestic populations; and
- As appropriate, recipients shall provide UAS operators technical and doctrinal training on the use of these systems to reduce the risk of unintended injury or damage.
Enhanced Controls on the Export of U.S.-Origin Commercial UAS
The United States is equally committed to stringent standards for the sale, transfer, and subsequent use of U.S.-origin commercial UAS, to include future commercial MTCR Category I systems. All commercial UAS will be reviewed under the requirements and licensing policies described in the Export Administration Regulations.

Implications of the New Policy
The new U.S. UAS export policy provides a disciplined and rigorous framework within which the United States will exercise restraint in sales and transfers and advance its national security and foreign policy interests, which includes enhancing the operational capabilities and capacity of trusted partner nations, increasing U.S. interoperability with these partners for coalition operations, ensuring responsible use of these systems, and easing the stress on U.S. force structure for these capabilities. It also ensures appropriate participation for U.S. industry in the emerging commercial UAS market, which will contribute to the health of the U.S. industrial base, and thus to U.S. national security which includes economic security.

The United States is committed to working with other countries to adopt similar standards for the sale, transfer, and subsequent use for military UAS.
Joint Declaration for the Export and Subsequent Use of Armed or Strike-Enable Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)

October 6, 2016

An increasing number of States are acquiring and employing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to support a range of missions, including military missions that promote peace and security. Individual States may already have laws and policies in place to ensure the responsible export and use of UAVs that are armed, or that include equipment related uniquely to the deployment or delivery of weapons. However, recognizing that misuse of armed or strike-enabled UAVs could fuel conflict and instability, and facilitate terrorism and organized crime, the international community must take appropriate transparency measures to ensure the responsible export and subsequent use of these systems. In this context, we continue to recognize the following principles, none of which should be construed to undermine the legitimate interest of any State to indigenously produce, export, or acquire such systems for legitimate purposes:

- **a.** The applicability of international law, including both the law of armed conflict and international human rights law, as applicable, to the use of armed or strike-enabled UAVs, as with other weapon systems;

- **b.** The importance of engaging in the responsible export of armed or strike-enabled UAVs in line with existing relevant international arms control and disarmament norms that help build confidence as to the peaceful intention of States;

- **c.** That the export of armed or strike-enabled UAVs should be done consistent with the principles of existing multilateral export control and non-proliferation regimes, taking into account the potential recipient country’s history regarding adherence to its relevant international obligations and commitments;

- **d.** The importance of appropriate voluntary transparency measures on the export of armed or strike-enabled UAVs including reporting of military exports through existing mechanisms, where appropriate, and with due regard to national security considerations; and

- **e.** That in light of the rapid development of UAV technology and the benefit of setting international standards for the export and subsequent use of such systems, we are resolved to continue discussions on how these capabilities are transferred and used responsibly by all States.

We call upon other governments to support this declaration.

Signatories: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, Georgia, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malawi, Malta, Montenegro, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania, Serbia, Seychelles, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Ukraine, United Kingdom, United States, and Uruguay.
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